
 

ROOM POSITION/S 

Room positioning refers to the number of rooms that are available at the 

front desk for sale .in manual and semi-automatic properties this 
position is calculated on daily basis by the front-office desk agents 
in the morning. Some hotels do this exercise two to three times in a 
day (7 am, 1 pm, 7pm) 

 

particularly during full house. In computerized properties the 

positioning is automatically up-dated 
 

There are three types of room positions 
 

1. Positive Room Position. ( +ve Room Position)   
2. Negative Room Position ( -ve Room Position  

 

3. Neutral room Position  ( = Room Position ) 
 
 
 

Positive room position 

 

Positive room position is that position when the number of rooms 

available for sale at any time exceeds the number of room 

reservations or number of room arrivals . This is calculated in the 

morning and it helps the front desk agents to run the shifts smoothly. 

It also provides them the information as how many rooms are 

available for walk-in guests. Example 

 

Total number of rooms in the hotel  = 200 
 

No. of rooms occupied on previous  night  = 150 
 

No. of expected departures  (today ) =  50 

NO . of expected arrivals  (today) = 75 



 

 

Room Position for today = No. vacant rooms c/f + No. of Expected 

Departures - No. of expected arrivals 
 

Calculate Room position for today ? 
 

Room position for today = 50 + 50 – 75 
 

= +25 

 

The room position for today is positive and from above example it is 

clear that after keeping 75 rooms for both confirmed and tentative 

reservations, the hotel is left with 25 rooms that can be sold to walk-in 

guests. 
 
 
 
 

Negative Room Position 

 

A room position in which the number of room arrivals / reservations 

exceed the or number of room arrivals . This is calculated in the 

morning and it helps the front desk agents to run the shifts smoothly. 

It also provides them the information about the number of rooms by 

which hotel is falling short, so that necessary steps are taken regarding 

walking of guest/s 

 

Total number of rooms in the hotel  = 200 
 

No. of rooms occupied on previous  night  = 150 
 

No. of expected departures  (today ) = 80 

NO . of expected arrivals  (today) = 135 

 

Room Position for today = No. vacant rooms c/f + No. of Expected 

Departures - No. of expected arrivals 



 

Calculate Room position for today  
 

Room position for today = 50 + 80 – 135 
 

= -5  
 

= -ve room position  
 

This room position indicates that hotel is falling short of 5 rooms 

and there in no chance for walk-in guests. 
 

Neutral Room Position 

 

A position in which the number of rooms required or number 

of reservations is equal to number rooms available. Example 
 

Total number of rooms in the hotel = 200 
 

No. of rooms occupied on previous night = 150 
 

No. of expected departures  (today ) = 80 

No. of expected arrivals  (today) = 130 

 

Room Position for today = No. vacant rooms c/f + No. of Expected 

Departures - No. of expected arrivals 
 

Calculate Room position for today  
 

Room position for today = 50 + 80 – 130 
 

= 0 

 


